
ACT II: FEAR

AN IN-BETWEEN PLACE. 

MICHAEL calls from the void. 

MICHAEL 
(To Witness) I want you to imagine falling from a great height. And then I want you to 
imagine falling farther. The drop is something. There is no left, no right, no up, only 
down and down and down. You may look around- try to get your bearings. Find 
something tangible. A landmark, perhaps. There is nothing. You are floating inside an 
empty vacuum with only the sound of your heartbeat to remind you you still exist. 
Nothingness incarnate. You don’t hear wind in your ears as you fall but your stomach 
plunges all the same... that’s the worst part. And then- 

A sound like rushing water. The in-between place 
becomes:

MICHAEL'S BEDROOM. 

MICHAEL stands in the middle of his room. The space is 
huddled in and around itself like a matchbox house. 
White walls stripped bare of any affect of childhood 
enclose the space. A single window above a single bed, 
which sits against the center of the upstage wall. The 
window is open, looking out upon a teeming forest. A 
pristinely white envelope rests on the windowsill 
unopened. 

MICHAEL
-then all at once you know where you are! And, more importantly, when you are. Then 
you retread the same circles all over again.

Beat

This is my room. Or- was my room, rather. A crib used to go in that corner. A changing 
table over there. There used to be a rocking chair by the door. Dad would sing me to 
sleep in that chair. I was small enough to hold in one hand then. Fuck- this is weird. Oh! 
The window! Here’s where I’d sneak out to meet David. Where he’d come calling... 
where he left the- 



MICHAEL clambers onto his bed to get to the 
windowsill. He snatches up the envelope and presents it 
to the WITNESS.

MICHAEL
THERE! YES- you see? I’m not crazy... I’m not- 

MICHAEL sits on his bed and opens the envelope. He 
pulls out DAVID’s letter- now crisp and new. MICHAEL 
inhales deeply from the paper. 

MICHAEL
He touched this. He poured a piece of himself into these words for me. He’s close. He has 
to be. Letters don’t just appear without someone to do the writing in the first place!

DAVID OF FEAR (OFF)
My love... my only...

MICHAEL starts to his feet, trying to discern the source 
of the call. 

DAVID OF FEAR (OFF)
When are you, love?  

MICHAEL
David- I’m before! I came back for you! (Remembers the note) You’re... you’re 
expecting me at the river! You aren’t giving up on us because you can’t- you’re- I need to- 

A knock. MICHAEL snaps around to face the bedroom 
door, crumpling the note behind his back.

MICHAEL
(To WITNESS) Shit... I’ll try and make this quick. Come in! 

GEORGE peeks around the edge of the door, then 
shuffles in. 

GEORGE
Hey buddy... can we talk?

MICHAEL
(To WITNESS) That’s dad. That’s my dad. Oh god- I think I remember what day this is. 

GEORGE
Michael? 
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MICHAEL sits on the bed, taking care to keep the note 
hidden. 

MICHAEL
Sure. What’s up? 

Beat

You’re not saying / anything- 

GEORGE
You lied to me.

Beat

MICHAEL
I’m sorry? 

GEORGE
Yesterday. You looked me in the face and told a lie-

MICHAEL
No- I’m good on the mechanics, I’m just not sure what we’re talking about-

GEORGE
Michael- please do not bullshit me. We were supposed to be past this.

MICHAEL
Dad- I just... I’m a little foggy right now. What are you-  

GEORGE
Are you high? 

MICHAEL
What? No. 

GEORGE
Look me in the eye and say it again. 

Beat

GEORGE
Say ‘I’m not using’ like you did yesterday and make me believe it. Please. I want to 
believe you.  
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MICHAEL 
(Raising his right hand) Dad. From the bottom of my heart. I am not using again. 

GEORGE
Okay... so why am I hearing two voices in your room last night? 

MICHAEL
(To WITNESS) This is pointless- if we leave David waiting too long he might- 

GEORGE
I’m waiting. 

MICHAEL
(To GEORGE) My god- it was no one!  

GEORGE
You flare your nostrils when you lie.

Beat

MICHAEL
Okay- Becca stopped by for a nightcap. (To WITNESS) Hand to God- just Becca.  

GEORGE
Okay. And Becca wasn’t... bringing you anything?

MICHAEL
Becca’s not that kind of friend anymore. Honestly- I was having a shitty day, I texted her 
about it, so we had a sleepover. That’s it. We talked about boys, we went to bed, she 
snuck out this morning before you were up. End of story. 

GEORGE
The end end?  

MICHAEL
Really and truly. 

Beat

GEORGE
Okay. I believe you. I still want to search the room.

MICHAEL
What? No- that’s completely / unnecessary- 
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GEORGE
I didn’t say you’d like it- I said I’m searching your room. That’s just... that’s the 
minimum. I’m sorry.

GEORGE begins mechanically stripping the bed with 
MICHAEL still on it. 

MICHAEL
Dad! Jesus- I’ll move, just give me / a minute- 

GEORGE
No- you’ll move now! 

Beat

Michael, I’m truly sorry for this. Your privacy matters to me- I swear it does. Your health 
matters more. Now let me do this so it can be done.  

MICHAEL steps off the bed and watched as GEORGE 
inspects the mattress, the bed frame, the pillowcases, the 
pillows... 

MICHAEL
(To WITNESS) It all comes back with enough key details. I recall the urge to scream 
crossing my mind. But what would that serve? I do deserve this. You should know- I’m 
one and a half years sober today. Long enough to earn back some of the old freedoms but 
not quite long enough. Dad was never meant to raise an addict. He never quite developed 
the stomach for it. For me. Before he lost the nerve to look me in the eye, we used to go 
walking in the woods together. We’d catch bugs and look them up in his encyclopedia, 
which, incidentally, was how he taught me to read. Now he tosses my room when he runs 
out of other stuff to clean.

GEORGE reaches the end of his search and begins to 
reassemble MICHAEL’s bed.

MICHAEL
(To WITNESS) Come on- we’re wasting time. 

MICHAEL closes his eyes, centers his breath, and holds 
David’s note to his lips. 

MICHAEL
I want David. I want the river. I want-   
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The sound of infernal gears clicking into place- a cosmic 
exchanging of pressures. MICHAEL’s bedroom 
becomes: 

THE RIVER 

Horse flies and bullfrogs sing with the wind. We are 
suddenly on the bank of a summer river carving the stage 
in two. The upstage bank is thick with overgrowth and 
jagged stones. The downstage bank is perfect. A small 
rucksack sits on the downstage bank. The DAVID OF 
FEAR is standing in the middle of the water, eyes closed 
and face turned to the sun. He is immaculate. Something 
jostles a patch of brush on the upstage bank. MICHAEL 
peers through the foliage. The DAVID OF FEAR takes a 
breath and MICHAEL looses his footing, stumbling into 
view. 

DAVID OF FEAR
(Eyes still closed) Hello. 

MICHAEL
Sorry! I didn’t mean to-

DAVID OF FEAR
Spy on me? 

MICHAEL
I wasn’t spying. 

The DAVID OF FEAR opens his eyes and faces 
MICHAEL.

DAVID OF FEAR
Oh? How should we put it, then? Snooping? 

MICHAEL
I... I’m really very sorry. I didn’t mean to bother you. I was just- um... I’m actually 
working on a hiking trail and it ends here so I didn’t exactly come here to snoop or- or 
not that I was snooping I just. The trail ends here, is all. Or- it will when it’s done.   

DAVID OF FEAR
Huh. Why here? 
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MICHAEL
I used to swim here a lot when I was little.  

DAVID OF FEAR
Cool. And how goes the trailblazing? I’ve never been through the woods on the other 
side.

MICHAEL
It’s been fine... 

DAVID OF FEAR
Just fine. Okay. 

MICHAEL
I mean- to be honest? Back breaking. The juice probably won’t be worth the squeeze but 
I like being outside. I like working with my hands- 

Completely unbeknownst to himself, MICHAEL has 
waded into the water. 

DAVID OF FEAR
I see. You don’t mind sharing the water, do you? Maybe just today? 

MICHAEL
Oh... sure- I mean it wasn’t an issue to begin with but-

DAVID OF FEAR
So... when did the trail blazing become snooping? 

MICHAEL
I wasn’t- 

DAVID OF FEAR
(Laughing) It’s okay, I don’t care. Really, I don’t. If you want to be here, you are more 
than welcome. 

Without warning, the DAVID OF FEAR splashes 
MICHAEL. 

MICHAEL
-hey!

DAVID OF FEAR
Aren’t you going to get me back? 
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MICHAEL
Why would I do that? 

Beat

DAVID OF FEAR
Michael... right? 

MICHAEL
Yeah... wait- how’d you know? 

DAVID OF FEAR
(Shrugging) Lucky guess... you get a sense of a person when they spy on you for... what’s 
it been- three days? There was one day I thought you’d come back but it was just a bird 
or something. I almost missed you. Hey- relax. I seriously don’t mind. 

MICHAEL
I mean... you must get that a lot, right? Staring?

DAVID OF FEAR
Not really. Just you. 

Beat

MICHAEL
It’s a good spot. Quiet. 

DAVID OF FEAR
And secluded. Almost sacred, you know?

MICHAEL
I guess so. 

DAVID OF FEAR
Like- the kind of place you could baptize a baby in, you know? The fresh air, this 
particular slant of light, all of it. Just perfect. Don’t you think? 

MICHAEL
Not sure this water qualifies as holy. Doesn’t a priest have to bless it first?

DAVID OF FEAR
Ah- shoot, you’re right. Good thing I’m an ordained minister...
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MICHAEL
Wait- really? 

DAVID OF FEAR
No! Come on- I’m fucking with you. You’re not a priest are you? A... trailblazing forest-
ranger variety priest? 

MICHAEL
‘Fraid not.

DAVID OF FEAR
Aw well. No actually... that’s better. You’d be a terrible priest. You don’t really have the 
godly look about you. No offense. 

MICHAEL
None taken. (To WITNESS) Sorry to neglect you... it’s just... seeing him again is a lot. 
Wonderful and sad and horrible and... and terrifying. You can get high off fear, you 
know. I didn’t understand that until- (To the DAVID OF FEAR) Wait- I’ve been coming 
here since I was four. Why haven’t I seen you before?  

DAVID OF FEAR
(Shrugging) Helicopter mom. I don’t get out much. I only just found this spot, actually. 
Damn... I guess that makes me the trespasser. 

MICHAEL
Guess it does. 

MICHAEL splashes the DAVID OF FEAR. The DAVID 
OF FEAR returns fire, then rushes MICHAEL. He 
sweeps MICHAEL into his chest and, without time for 
MICHAEL to take a breath, plunges his head under. 
MICHAEL struggles... for a while... the DAVID OF 
FEAR releases his hold. 

MICHAEL
(Gasping) Fuck... you! The fuck-

The DAVID OF FEAR howls with laughter. 

DAVID OF FEAR
Did I scare you?

MICHAEL
Yes.  
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MICHAEL moves to leave. 

DAVID OF FEAR
Oh come on... hey- I’m sorry.  

MICHAEL
No- I... I’d... I should go-  

DAVID OF FEAR
What if I told you I liked it when you watched? Would that scare you? 

MICHAEL
...possibly.  

DAVID OF FEAR
I don’t mind it one bit.   

Beat. The DAVID OF FEAR crosses to the downstage 
bank and produces a beach towel and a change of clothes 
from his rucksack. He dries himself, puts on a clean shirt, 
pants, and sandals. 

MICHAEL
(To WITNESS) I would come back a total of thirty six times. Day after day after day. 
Things were easier with David. Simpler. I never had to wonder or worry what to say next. 
With David, every shallow breath deepened. Every muscle unclenched and lengthened. 
Every part of me hummed when he was near. (Closing his eyes) I could stay like this 
forever.

DAVID OF FEAR
Well, not forever forever. 

MICHAEL
(To the DAVID OF FEAR) Why not? 

DAVID OF FEAR
Love... you aren’t afraid anymore. There’s nothing left for you here. 

The DAVID OF FEAR shoulders his pack and turns 
away. The sun gutters. 

MICHAEL
No- wait-! 
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Reality collapses. The sun burns out. The river runs dry. 
A great rushing sound fills the space. A cosmic 
exchanging of pressures. The river becomes:  

THE BUNKER. 

SERAPHINE drags MICHAEL from the Circles by his 
hair. With difficulty, she dumps him in the tub, levels the 
hose with his face, and turns the water on full blast. 
MICHAEL gasps and strains against the cold, then begins 
to seizure. SERAPHINE turns off the water and gently 
holds his jaw open in her hands to ensure he doesn’t bite 
off his own tongue.  

SERAPHINE
Michael? Come on, come on- (Slapping his cheeks) Hey. You’re out. 

MICHAEL’s convulsions slow. A thin, dehydrated thread 
of vomit trickles from his mouth. 

SERAPHINE
That’s alright... alright.

SERAPHINE pulls a dishrag from her pocket and wipes 
away the vomit. She cleans MICHAEL and shoves a 
green glass bottle into his mouth. 

SERAPHINE
Drink... drink... drink- good... 

MICHAEL
h-How... long...

SERAPHINE
A little over six hours. Not bad at all. Nothing to write home about, but not bad.

MICHAEL cradles his head in his hands. SERAPHINE 
rubs his back. He winces as she brushes his welts. 

MICHAEL
I’ve had hangovers that would make your hair fall out. This is worse. 

SERAPHINE
Oh buck up. You’ve nothing to dwell on. You steered the ship! Quite handily, I might 
add. 
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MICHAEL
It feels like... okay- so I can control the direction. The where is mine, to an extent. The 
when is mine. But the what-

SERAPHINE
-is not ours to command. Do not presume more control than you’ve earned. And 
remember- you are not the only party involved. Give David his space to influence.  

MICHAEL
I wanted him to stay. I tried to make him.  

SERAPHINE
Getting greedy will get you killed. Me too, most likely. You resisted being pulled out too. 
I had to yank so hard I thought I was going to scalp you. This is not advisable moving 
forward.  

MICHAEL
But howw could I not want those few extra seconds? I saw him Sera. He was cold and a 
little fuzzy around the edges but he was there. (Indicating the WITNESS) As real they are. 

SERAPHINE
It is not him. Not yet- not fully. 

MICHAEL
You’d be greedy too.

SERAPHINE strikes MICHAEL upside the back of the 
head. MICHAEL barely stifles his howl. SERAPHINE 
kneels beside the tub.

SERAPHINE
You couldn’t even begin to know how I’d be, how I’d feel laying eyes on my child again. 
Do not presume to lecture me, little Conduit. When you are inside you may exhibit some 
level of control but, first and foremost, you are a guest in the home of another. Respect 
your smallness or next time it’ll be worse than a little seizure and some spit-up. Am I 
understood? 

MICHAEL nods. 

SERAPHINE
So...you saw him? 

MICHAEL
And more. It was all there just how I left it. Just perfect. That part I enjoyed. 
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SERAPHINE
And?

MICHAEL
And we met for the first time. Again.

SERAPHINE
You called him cold to the touch. But you did feel him?

MICHAEL
Oh yeah.  

SERAPHINE
Sounds vivid. 

MICHAEL
It was... no- splendid isn’t enough. Immaculate. Until things went sideways. 

MICHAEL climbs out of the tub and towels himself off.

SERAPHINE
How do you mean sideways?

MICHAEL
He... I think he could sense something change in me. He told me I couldn’t stay if I 
wasn’t afraid. But I was scared that day... until I wasn’t, you know? What did it look like 
from the outside? What did I look like? 

SERAPHINE
Well. You were screaming a lot. If your throat’s sore I can brew some sage and 
marshmallow root?   

MICHAEL
No. I’ll be fine... some water would be nice, please. 

SERAPHINE
You know where the hose is. 

MICHAEL moves to the spigot and turns the water on. 
Between depserate gulps: 

MICHAEL
How will I know when I’ve closed Fear? 
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SERAPHINE
You’ll know. 

MICHAEL
Seems needlessly vague. 

SERAPHINE
It’s difficult to describe. 

MICHAEL turns off the water and stows the hose. 

MICHAEL
Don’t suppose you have any yogurt laying around?

SERAPHINE
You’d just throw it up.

MICHAEL
I need to taste something. Please. 

Beat

SERAPHINE
Very well. A little. 

SERAPHINE returns her book to its cage, locks the 
deadbolt, and goes upstairs, locking the door behind her.

MICHAEL
(Calling after SERAPHINE) Thank you! (To WITNESS) So. You finally saw him. And 
I’m getting yogurt! Victories all around. You understand a piece of it now, yes? That’s 
the trick with you- I think. Context. I hope you won’t feel ignored moving forward. It’s 
nothing personal but if we’re going where I hope we’re going my attention may be split.

MICHAEL flops onto his back and laughs. 

Fuck! It’s nice to feel alive again... he wants a chase... and it felt so real. The water was 
colder than before... and his skin. But other than that? Spot-on.  

SERAPHINE returns with a nature valley granola bar and 
an apple. 
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SERAPHINE
Out of yogurt- sorry. You may choose one. More than that would divert too much energy 
to your stomach.  

Beat. MICHAEL points to the granola bar. SERAPHINE 
hands it over. 

MICHAEL
Oddly suburban of you. 

SERAPHINE
Costco was having a special. 

MICHAEL unwraps the granola bar and eats. Mid-
mouthful:  

MICHAEL
Oh! I’ve had an idea. Will this help? I used it to find him inside...

Dropping his dinner, MICHAEL fishes David’s note 
from his pocket. 

SERAPHINE
What’s this? 

MICHAEL
From David. He left it on my windowsill after we- well... we’d fight sometimes. I’d 
overreact. But this connects us! Here- 

SERAPHINE takes the note and reads, then thrusts it 
suddenly into MICHAEL’s chest.   

MICHAEL
You okay? 

SERAPHINE
What does he mean... ‘Baptism talk’?

MICHAEL
Oh... nothing, really. It was this game he’d play. 

SERAPHINE
Elaborate.  
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MICHAEL
Well... he’d hold me underwater sometimes. If I held my breath long enough he’d- are 
you sure you wanna hear this? 

SERAPHINE
Please. 

MICHAEL
If I lasted long enough he’d carry me ashore and kiss me until I opened my eyes. 

Beat

SERAPHINE
My David cared for you very much. 

MICHAEL
He did. 

SERAPHINE
How long have you had that? 

MICHAEL
I never put it down. 

SERAPHINE
Keep it, then. It may help. It’s nice to see his hand again. He has such beautiful 
penmanship, doesn’t he? 

MICHAEL
We’re going to get him back, Sera... I feel it. Something new, like a current. When can 
we activate the Circles again?

Beat. SERAPHINE considers MICHAEL. 

SERAPHINE
Enjoying falling apart?

MICHAEL
Beats staring at the wall. 

Beat

SERAPHINE
No lingering past the point of indurance?
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MICHAEL
On my mother’s womb, my soul, and David’s life. Anything. Just- how do we start it  
again?

SERAPHINE
Come on- your turn. 

SERAPHINE moves to the wall-mounted cage and 
removes the worn leather book. She kneels before the 
Circles and lays the book at her knees. MICHAEL kneels 
beside her. 

SERAPHINE
This is a sacred text. It has been passed down through the women of my mother’s blood 
since the time before my ancestors set foot on American soil. It is not to be approached 
lightly. Know that my sharing it with you is an admission of trust you do not deserve. Do 
not take advantage of this trust. Understood? 

MICHAEL
Yes ma’am.

SERAPHINE slides the book in front of MICHAEL.

SERAPHINE
Page three hundred and sixty please. 

MICHAEL finds the correct page. SERAPHINE directs 
him to a specific block of text.

SERAPHINE
Start here. End here. Read nothing else.  

MICHAEL
(Reading) Avage... air?

SERAPHINE
Ay-er... 

MICHAEL
Ay-er... Avage ayre Dantalion on... kah? 

SERAPHINE
‘On ca.’ Again. Nice and clear. 
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MICHAEL
Avage ayre Dantalion on ca... avage ayre Dantalion on ca-

SERAPHINE
Good. You remember the beginning? 

MICHAEL
I think so. Um... I bleed that I may be emptied... something something something? 

SERAPHINE
I bleed that I may be emptied. I am emptied that I may be filled anew. Repeat this phrase 
until you feel wind in your sails. Then and only then- the incantation in full. 

MICHAEL
Alright. (To WITNESS) Strap in, I guess.

MICHAEL closes his eyes. 

I bleed that I may be emptied. I am emptied that I may be filled anew. I bleed that I may 
be emptied. I am emptied that I may be filled anew- 

SERAPHINE
You’re weighing yourself down. Let her go.

Beat

MICHAEL
I... I bleed that I may be emptied. I am emptied that I may be filled anew. I bleed that I 
may be emptied. I am emptied that I may... that I... Avage ayer Dantalion on ca. Avage 
ayer Dantalion on / ca-

SERAPHINE
Good Michael! Look- 

The Circles sputter and whine. Their light is sluggish but 
definitely there. 

MICHAEL
- Avage ayer Dantalion on ca. Avage ayer Dantalion on ca. AVAGE AYER DANTALION-

The Circles explode to life. Their colors more vivid and 
ferocious than before. Their music more harmonious. 
MICHAEL jumps back. SERAPHINE laughs in triumph.  
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SERAPHINE
That’s the ticket! Now- quickly Michael. The invitation won’t linger. You have your 
letter? 

MICHAEL takes out the paper and holds it to his lips. 

SERAPHINE
Hold it as close as you would David. Picture your desired destination clearly... a time you 
were together, if you can. Find his face...

MICHAEL closes his eyes and nods. 

MICHAEL
...Somewhere warm... got it. 

SERAPHINE
Happy trails. Off you trot. 

MICHAEL steels himself, then steps into Fear. The 
Circles take him in a cacophony of light and sound. The 
bunker becomes: 

MICHAEL’S BEDROOM. 

MICHAEL is sitting on his bed. A thunderstorm rages 
outside. He steadies himself and cranes around. 

MICHAEL
David? David, I’m back! 

He moves to the window, leaving a puddle of river water 
behind in the center of the bed. 

MICHAEL
David?! I know when I am now! Come on! David!- 

GEORGE enters in pajamas. MICHAEL snaps around to 
face him. 

GEORGE
Michael... it’s the middle of the night what are you-

MICHAEL
No... no- (To WITNESS) That’s off. (To GEORGE) You’re not supposed to be here. 
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GEORGE
What are you talking about? Buddy- you feeling okay?

GEORGE moves to check MICHAEL’s temperature but 
MICHAEL scrambles back. 

MICHAEL
No! Don’t touch anything! I’m meant to be here just as it is just- STOP! I had the letter 
when I stepped inside- this is supposed to be the first night he came to me so why are you 
here? 

GEORGE
Michael... you’re scaring me. You had a rough dream- that’s all. And... I think you wet 
the bed. Please- let me change the sheets at least. 

MICHAEL
No... no, no this isn’t right. I specifically- 

GEORGE
(Approaching slowly) Buddy, easy... let’s just- 

MICHAEL
And I didn’t wet the bed! It’s just... water? 

MICHAEL dips his fingers into the puddle. He lifts the 
corner of the comforter, then rips it off completely. The 
innards of MICHAEL’s bed are coated with a thick layer 
of twigs, mud, and blood. MICHAEL jumps back.  

MICHAEL
(Sliding down the wall) No... no no no no no no no- not tonight no no no no no- 

GEORGE
Buddy- breathe. Jesus- is that blood? Where did all this come from?

MICHAEL
SERA!? Sera- it’s all wrong! I don’t want tonight! I want him! Pull me / out! 

GEORGE
Stop... buddy please... did you hurt yourself? Are you bleeding? Let me see-

MICHAEL
DON’T TOUCH ME. It... it’s not my blood.
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Beat. GEORGE stands back.

GEORGE
What did you do? Michael. LOOK AT ME. 

Beat

GEORGE
What have you done? 

MICHAEL
You’re going to hate me. (To WITNESS) You’re all going to hate me.

GEORGE
Who are you talking to? 

SERAPHINE (OFF)
Michael... Michael, I’m here! Can you hear me? 

MICHAEL
Sera? Yes! Listen- David’s not here and everything’s backwards- I’m not supposed to see 
tonight yet. They aren’t supposed to see-  

GEORGE
Just- STOP! No one is there!

SERAPHINE (OFF)
Stop fighting, Michael. Accept your fear. Swallow it down. You’re creating too much 
friction.

MICHAEL
(Sinking to his knees) Please! He can’t be dead yet. I need to see him one more time... 
just one more- 

GEORGE strikes MICHAEL across the face.

Beat

GEORGE
I... I’m sorry. 

GEORGE takes an uneasy step back. 
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MICHAEL
You’re about to call the police. 

GEORGE
How did you- no! I’m not- I just need to think. I need to breathe I need to- 

MICHAEL
I know you will. I’ve seen it before. You shouldn’t-

GEORGE rushes out the door. MICHAEL calls after him 
on his hands and knees. 

MICHAEL
NO! Dad! If you call them they’ll blame me! If you call them he’s gone forever AND 
HE’S NOT.

Reality begins to shudder and buckle inward. 

SERAPHINE (OFF)
MICHAEL. If you value your life you will stop fighting! 

MICHAEL
(To SERAPHINE) No! No- I can fix this. I know how- I can- (To WITNESS) Hold on. I’m 
steering this fucker...

MICHAEL pulls David’s note from his pocket and 
presses it to his lips. 

MICHAEL
Somewhere warm. Please. 

He closes his eyes, draws a sharp breath, and slams his 
hands into the floor. Reality implodes. The bedroom 
becomes: 

THE RIVER. 

MICHAEL stands in the middle of the current. A 
moment’s silence, then the DAVID OF FEAR rises from 
the depths behind him.

DAVID OF FEAR
When are you, love? 
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MICHAEL whips around and throws his arms around the 
DAVID OF FEAR. 

MICHAEL
David! Please- I don’t know how long I have-

DAVID OF FEAR
I wasn’t prepared for the company, love. I mean- I’m happy to be a pleasant distraction 
but why are you fighting? What lives in memory cannot wound unless we allow it. 

MICHAEL
Please... I can’t do it again.When my dad opens the door, the police come in and- and 
that’s it. You’re gone-

The DAVID OF FEAR takes MICHAEL’s face in his 
hands. 

DAVID OF FEAR
I was never gone. And I never will be- not while there’s you. Stay the course, love. 
You’re getting warm... and you smell of fear again. 

The DAVID OF FEAR buries his face in MICHAEL’s 
hair and inhales. 

Everything smells better on you... even the pain. Especially the pain. You’re so beautiful- 
look at me, babe... 

The DAVID OF FEAR takes MICHAEL by the chin and 
draws his eyes up.

DAVID OF FEAR
Do you remember the first time I tried to drown you?  

MICHAEL nods.

DAVID OF FEAR
Do you remember when you pulled me under with you? 

MICHAEL nods. 

DAVID OF FEAR
Did I ever tell you that was the moment I decided I loved you?

MICHAEL
No... 
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DAVID OF FEAR
It hit me like a roll of thunder only I could hear. Every last piece of me aligned around 
you the second you pulled me down and held. It spoke volumes. Especially to me.  

MICHAEL
I thought I was going to die.

DAVID OF FEAR
Me too. I thought to myself- just for a moment- I would drown with this boy. This 
incredible, willful, generous, devoted boy. Keep the faith, love. You’re on the right path 
but you must take it easy on yourself. I need you healthy for me. 

Reality shudders. MICHAEL strains under the weight of 
the sky. 

MICHAEL
Please... just a little longer...

The DAVID OF FEAR kisses MICHAEL on the 
forehead. 

DAVID OF FEAR
I wish you could stay, love. Soon... I promise. Keep my letter. It helps me smell you. 
You’ll have to go out the way you came in. Can you do this? 

MICHAEL
I don’t- I can’t- 

DAVID OF FEAR
Shh... for me, love. We don’t get to progress until all the fear is spent. I know that night 
was hard for you but now is the time to be brave. Can you be brave for me? 

MICHAEL manages a nod. 

DAVID OF FEAR
Good. That’s my boy. 

The DAVID OF FEAR plummets underwater just as the 
scene rips apart with a sound like tectonic plates splitting 
open. The river becomes: 
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MICHAEL'S BEDROOM. 

MICHAEL is huddled against the wall. GEORGE can be 
heard down the hall speaking indistinctly with a gruff-
voiced police officer. The red-blue flash of a police 
cruiser scan the room from outside.  

MICHAEL
(To WITNESS) No getting around it, I suppose. This is the night it all falls apart. The 
night that’s gone all fuzzy. But what’s definite- what I’m sure of is I’m about to run. I 
won’t stop until I’m at Sera’s front door. I’ll tell her what little I can. She will beat me 
within an inch of my life but she won’t turn me over. Internment one way or another... 

GEORGE (OFF)
Michael? There’s someone here for you.  

MICHAEL springs up and forces the window open. 

DAVID OF FEAR (OFF)
Good boy...

MICHAEL
I’m coming back for you! I’ll always come back! 

DAVID OF FEAR (OFF)
Take two, baby. Through the woods, down the cliff, across the water. You know the path. 
You made it well.

MICHAEL gets one leg out the window before looking 
back down the hall to GEORGE. 

MICHAEL
This is the last time I see him. With his back to me. He turns around... his eyes get big... 
and I’m off- 

MICHAEL ducks out the window and takes off into the 
storm. A sound like a thousand wings alighting at once. A 
cosmic exchanging of pressures. The bedroom becomes:  

THE BUNKER. 

MICHAEL comes to on the floor. SERAPHINE has 
succeeded in dragging him halfway out of the Circles. 
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MICHAEL kicks himself free of Fear as SERAPHINE 
falls backwards, MICHAEL on top of her. The Circles 
flicker once, then lie dormant. 

SERAPHINE
Get... off. 

She flops over, depositing MICHAEL on the floor. 

SERAPHINE
Tub. Now. 

MICHAEL drags himself into the tub and crumples 
inside. SERAPHINE gets up and douses him in water. 

SERAPHINE
A little under two hours. Now that’s the end of it for tonight. I’m quite resolved. You’ve 
had more than your fill.  

MICHAEL sits up, grips the tub’s sides, and throws up. 
Blood this time. 

SERAPHINE
Oh... here... 

SERAPHINE produces her dishrag and cleans 
MICHAEL’s face. 

SERAPHINE
Still enjoying going to pieces? 

MICHAEL
You- ugh... why is my throat on fire? 

SERAPHINE
You were screaming your head off towards the end there. Difficult memory?

MICHAEL
In the beginning, yes. But I got back to the river... I steered the ship. Then it all went bad 
again. I couldn’t avoid it- 

SERAPHINE
David? Did you find him again?
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MICHAEL
He was there but he didn’t seem happy to see me at first... like he was surprised. I had so 
much more I was supposed to say- I meant to-

SERAPHINE eases MICHAEL’s head back. 

SERAPHINE
Easy... there will be more chances. The rewards we reap from gambling with our lives 
are... what do you think? Worth it? 

MICHAEL
Oh, absolutely. I’m not even that tired... I’m not- 

MICHAEL attempts to rise and cannot. SERAPHINE 
guides him back down. 

SERAPHINE
Slow down. Lingering over open wounds leads to infection. 

MICHAEL
David isn’t an open wound. 

SERAPHINE
I never said that. 

SERAPHINE returns the book to its’ cage, locks the 
padlock, then returns to MICHAEL’s side. 

MICHAEL
Is this supposed to feel hedonistic? Like- is it okay to be enjoying this? 

SERAPHINE
I don’t know. 

MICHAEL
I mean- I wouldn’t call it fun. But it is him. 

MICHAEL finally lifts himself from the tub. 

MICHAEL
Ugh...I feel empty. And sad. There’s a definite afterglow but it’s short-lived. Actually no- 
it drops off like a sheer fucking/ cliff- 

SERAPHINE swats him upside the head. 
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MICHAEL
Sorry.

MICHAEL strips out of his wet clothes and lays them out 
to dry. SERAPHINE retrieves a fetid towel from beneath 
the stairs and gives it to him. As he dries himself:  

SERAPHINE
Do you find yourself craving more after the drop?

MICHAEL
It’s not even a question. You can’t go from all of him at once to nothing again. It’s 
unnatural. 

SERAPHINE
Lost little puppy... I can see why he was so fond of you. (Rising) Now if you’ll excuse 
me, I’ve been chanting my lungs out for hours and need to lie down. Are you settled in 
for the night? 

MICHAEL stows his towel and tucks himself into bed.

SERAPHINE
Good. If you need anything, ring the bell.

SERAPHINE climbs the stairs, shuts the door, locks it, 
and turns out the lights. MICHAEL sits up and listens to 
her footsteps fade. Once he’s sure he’s alone:

MICHAEL
(To WITNESS) I don’t feel much like sleeping. You? 

The bag containing BECCA gives a feeble shake. 
MICHAEL does not notice.

It’s not as bad as it looks. Really. I wish he could hold you the way he holds me. 
Everyone should be held like that at least once in their lives.

The bag shakes again. 

It’s not enough, though. Not nearly. How does she expect me to sleep alone after-  

BECCA emerges from the shadows and drags the sack 
centerstage. 
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BECCA
You may as well leave it out. I’m just gonna keep coming back. 

MICHAEL
A fact I’m begrudgingly starting to accept. 

BECCA
Oh no am I intruding? 

MICHAEL
Well... a little, yeah! 

BECCA
Deepest apologies. Your schedule must be demanding and I sympathize- I really do. 
What’s next on the agenda? Don’t you have a bucket to piss into? 

MICHAEL
Oh yes- vital appointment. Wouldn’t miss it for the world. 

BECCA
I can hear you, you know. When you’re inside...

MICHAEL
Really? What does it sound like? 

BECCA
You scream weird. Like- I can’t tell if you’re terrified or ejaculating. 

MICHAEL
Ew... I didn’t need to hear that.  

BECCA
Neither did I!

MICHAEL
No one’s forcing you to eavesdrop.

BECCA
You can’t seriously blame me! There’s nothing to do down here. 

MICHAEL
What do you mean? You’re a ghost. Or- apparition or whatever! Can’t you just... I don’t 
know, leave? Walk through a wall?
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BECCA
I’ve tried. I can’t.  

MICHAEL
Oh, so there are rules? 

BECCA
Apparently. Wanna know what I do when I’m not tormenting you? I walk up those stairs, 
open the cellar door, and poke my head out. There’s always another basement on the 
other side. 

Beat

MICHAEL
I didn’t know. I’m sorry. 

BECCA
Yeah. Me too... David makes funny sounds too. 

MICHAEL
I’m sorry? 

BECCA
When you’re inside I hear him too. He groans and rumbles like something very big 
waking up after a long sleep. Sometimes he sings.

MICHAEL
He... how do you mean?

BECCA
It’s the closest word that would make sense to you. When you’re dead, your senses don’t 
go away. You just use them differently. I can’t taste the water dripping down the walls, 
but I can smell how scared and excited you are all the time. I bet you taste like pants-
shitting terror right now. 

MICHAEL
What does it sound like? When he sings...

BECCA
Oh you know- joyous and grand but very far away. Old music. You should hear it before 
you die. 

MICHAEL
I’m not dying. 
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BECCA
You deserve to. That would be the just outcome. 

MICHAEL
That may be true... just don’t hold your breath. 

BECCA
I can’t breathe, prick. That’s the fucking problem. Remember your place, little Conduit. 
And stop putting me in the corner. It’s damp over there and I’m starting to sprout little 
mushroom caps from my eyes. 

MICHAEL
Gross. I mean- I’m sorry but gross. 

BECCA
You don’t get to think it’s gross. You made me gross when you let her cut me into little 
pieces and throw me into a potato sack. 

MICHAEL
I can’t help you now... and I can’t seem to get rid of you...

BECCA
Not a chance. As long as you’re stuck here, I’m yours to live with.

MICHAEL
But maybe... when this is all over... when I have David back and David has me again- 

BECCA
If you survive-

MICHAEL
When I survive... I want to give you a proper burial. Somewhere clean and green and... I 
don’t know. Someplace nice. Would you like that? 

BECCA
I... yes. I would. 

MICHAEL
There’s a little glade in the woods behind Sera’s garden. It’s along the same path I took to 
get here the night he died. It’s beautiful. Quiet.

BECCA
It’s a nice sales pitch but how long until you’re done? 
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MICHAEL
I don’t know... I’m not even sure Sera knows. 

BECCA
It’s all talk until you act on it. I’ll be expecting results. 

MICHAEL
As you should. It’s the least I can do. 

BECCA
The bare minimum, actually. I want my grave. A soft spot of ground where I can unspool 
my matter and help little green things push through the topsoil. 

MICHAEL
You have my word. It’s not worth much these days but it’s yours. I will make things 
right, Becca. All things. 

BECCA
Sure. Sleep tight, killer. I’ll be waiting.  

BECCA fades away. The bag gives a final shudder, and 
lies still. 

MICHAEL
...and stop calling me that.  

MICHAEL gets up and drags the sack back to the corner.

MICHAEL
(Addressing the sack) It’s nothing personal! I can’t sleep if you’re right there and I need 
my strength! David wants me healthy. He wants me... (To WITNESS) I’m ready willing 
and able to die for this. That’s what Becca misses. Death doesn’t scare me much 
anymore. It loses a kind of horrific power once you’ve seen it up close. And after the 
second time? You can almost convince yourself it’s routine. Almost.

MICHAEL deposits the sack and returns to his cot.

I used to imagine my mother bleeding out while I took my first breaths and run a pair of 
scissors over my arm. The pain didn’t end the feeling... but it did make it real. Finally. 
The blood I doubted was there beaded up through the furrows of my skin and I knew I 
still existed. When David came, he softened the urge to cut. He didn’t remove it entirely- 
that’s important. But he did soften it. The screaming voice became an inviting hum... an 
old friend. I got used to it with David... he helped. 
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The cellar door opens and SERAPHINE descends. She 
carries a photo album on her hip. 

MICHAEL
Holy sh- were you listening? 

SERAPHINE
Not for long. I don’t fancy myself a gossip.  

SERAPHINE sits next to MICHAEL on his cot.

MICHAEL
Well... don’t do that. It’s not fair. 

SERAPHINE
Hush. I’ve had a thought. The note got me thinking and... well, why not? It’s worth a 
shot. I want you to have this. It may help. 

SERAPHINE places the photo album in MICHAEL’s 
lap. 

SERAPHINE
It’s all him.  

MICHAEL
Oh my god... thank you Sera. Is this for real?

SERAPHINE
Just look.  

MICHAEL thumbs through the pages.

MICHAEL
Sera... this is- this is incredible- oh look! Toddler David!  

SERAPHINE
(Chuckling along) He hated those haircuts. Squirmed like you wouldn’t believe. 

MICHAEL
This one... state fair?
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SERAPHINE
(Nodding) I couldn’t take him out much as a child. David liked to bolt but he came to 
stillness in his own time. This was a good day. He took one look at the ponies and 
couldn’t sit still.

MICHAEL
I remember this fair... Dad used to take me.   

SERAPHINE
Oh- I could only stand it the one time. It took them ages to find a horse that wouldn’t 
throw him. He was just starting to get discouraged when the palomino came up to him 
like it was nothing... like it was choosing. It was pretty funny, actually. They had to hold 
the ride because one of the ponies near David bucked its’ rider! Some five year old brat 
with her hair tied up like little sausages. Squealed like a stuck pig when she hit the 
ground! You should have heard it. David never pulled displays like that- no sir. He knew 
how to mind himself by then. 

MICHAEL
(Flipping the pages back) He was a cute baby. This is incredible...

SERAPHINE
Perfect baby. Hardly ever cried and gifted from the start. He was walking at five months, 
you know. 

MICHAEL
That’s... not possible how did he-

SERAPHINE
Just as I said... walking. And talking at seven. Not just snatches of babble either! Full 
sentences. Real thinking you could see behind the eyes. Just perfect.  

Beat. MICHAEL pushes the photo album back into 
SERAPHINE’s hands. 

MICHAEL
You should take it back now. 

SERAPHINE
What’s wrong? 

MICHAEL
It’s hard to see him so small. 

SERAPHINE
Imagine carrying the memories. 
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MICHAEL
I’m carrying enough.

Beat

SERAPHINE
Be grateful you have a means of repayment at all. You still work for me and, 
unfortunately, I still need you. Take it. 

MICHAEL
I think that’s the nicest thing you’ve ever said to me.

SERAPHINE
I’d like you to keep it. Please.  

SERAPHINE returns the photo album to MICHAEL. 

MICHAEL
Are you sure? 

SERAPHINE
Of course. I can’t look at it anymore. 

SERAPHINE stands and starts up the stairs. Just before 
she shuts the cellar door- 

MICHAEL
Sera? I never told you but... I’m sorry. For everything. 

Beat

SERAPHINE
I’ll believe it when I can hold my son again. Good night. 

SERAPHINE shuts the door, locks it, and turns out the 
light. MICHAEL finds a suitable shaft of moonlight and 
studies the album in the fleeting light. 

MICHAEL
(To WITNESS) It’s strange... you think you’ve explored the entirety of a person. And then 
you find out they were whole children before you knew them! (MICHAEL scours the 
album) No father in sight... and not a single smiling picture... except for Sera. Oh... look 
at him! 
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MICHAEL presents the WITNESS with a full page photo 
of a young boy leaning against the exterior wall of a 
greenhouse. 

MICHAEL
I thought my baby pictures were cute but this... 

MICHAEL sniffs deeply from the pages, savoring the 
hint of David’s presence, then is struck with an idea. He 
gets out of bed and moves to the locked book cage.

MICHAEL
(To WITNESS) I’m sorry to ask but would you mind covering your eyes? Only for a 
moment. Please.  

The WITNESS is welcome to close their eyes or not. 
MICHAEL must proceed either way. MICHAEL drags 
out the bloody sack, undoes the drawstring, and recoils 
from the stench. He steels himself, holds his breath, and 
plunges an arm inside. After some fishing, he grips a 
suitable piece and wrenches free BECCA’s severed 
humerus with an audible POP. 

MICHAEL
(To WITNESS) STOP STARING. 

MICHAEL moves to the book cage and uses the bone 
like a hammer, smashing the padlock. BECCA appears 
from the corner. 

BECCA
Hey buddy... wanna put my arm down? 

MICHAEL
Fuck! Look the fuck away! I can’t do this if you’re watching. 

BECCA
You’re going in alone, aren’t you? 

MICHAEL
Becca. Please. I’m closing Fear in time for breakfast. It’s my gift to Sera.

BECCA
When did you start planning little gifts for her? 
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MICHAEL
It’s not little- turn around!   

BECCA flips MICHAEL off but obligingly faces the 
upstage wall. 

MICHAEL
This is how I fix things... it has to be me. 

MICHAEL strikes the padlock with renewed force. 
Again, again, again, again, again, again, again. 

BECCA
She’s not gonna like this. You’ll be punished. 

The padlock breaks. MICHAEL drops the bone and 
opens the door. He produces SERAPHINE’s book studies 
the cover in a narrow shaft of moonlight. 

MICHAEL
“The Lesser Key of Solomon: Ars Goetia, Ars Theurgia-Goetia, Ars Paulina, Ars 
Almadel, and Ars Notoria.” 

BECCA
Can I look now? 

MICHAEL
Yeah- sorry. I’m done. 

BECCA
That’s a second burial on your head. You’re two for nothing. 

MICHAEL
Sure- whatever- come here... this is cool...

MICHAEL sifts through the book. 

MICHAEL
It’s a spell book... I think. But there’s other stuff too. Look- how would you pronounce 
that? 

BECCA cranes over MICHAEL’s shoulder. 

BECCA
King... Bael? Bay-eel? 
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MICHAEL continues searching. He finds a well-worn 
page bearing an inscription of three concentric circles. 

MICHAEL
Here it is. Okay... I need the words. 

MICHAEL approaches the Circles. 

BECCA
He’s not going to like seeing you like this.

MICHAEL
Shh- I need to concentrate. 

BECCA
He won’t be expecting you... / Michael- 

MICHAEL
I bleed that I may be emptied. I am emptied that I may be filled anew. I bleed that I may 
be emptied. I am emptied that I may be filled anew. I bleed that I- I bleed. I bleed I bleed 
I bleed I- Avage ayre Dantalion on co, avage ayre Dantalion on ca, avage ayre 
Dantalion- 

The Circles erupt. MICHAEL falls back.

MICHAEL
Yes! 

BECCA
Holy shit...

MICHAEL
Okay... I’m going in. Wish me luck? 

BECCA
You haven’t earned it. 

MICHAEL
I know. Wish it anyways. 

BECCA
Whatever. 

BECCA fades away. 
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MICHAEL
(To WITNESS) Just you and me, I guess. 

MICHAEL runs at the Circles. The moment he crosses 
the threshold, he drops like a stone and reality implodes. 
The bunker becomes:

THE RIVER. 

MICHAEL bursts through the brush onto the upstage 
bank. 

MICHAEL
(To Witness) Summer... nighttime. Good. This is safe. He’s close... he’ll be here. He 
always is. You feel that? Like a low-pressure zone... 

The DAVID OF FEAR rises from the water. 

DAVID OF FEAR
You came back.

MICHAEL
David! 

MICHAEL runs to the DAVID OF FEAR and throws his 
arms around him.

DAVID OF FEAR
Where is Sera? 

MICHAEL
She’s asleep. I lit the path on my own! Isn’t it wonderful? We don’t need her to be 
together! 

DAVID OF FEAR
Impressive. 

MICHAEL
I couldn’t wait to see you. And I think I know what I have to do now. 

DAVID OF FEAR
Oh? What’s that? 
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MICHAEL
Our first kiss. I want you to baptize me again.  

Beat

DAVID OF FEAR
You’re absolutely sure? 

MICHAEL nods. 

DAVID OF FEAR
Very well. No fear this time?

The DAVID OF FEAR folds MICHAEL’s arms across 
his chest and cradles his torso, ready to dunk him 
underwater.

SERAPHINE (OFF)
Michael! 

MICHAEL
Shit...

DAVID OF FEAR
Ah... Mom’s back. Assuage her, please. 

MICHAEL
 (Shouting to the treetops) I’m fine Sera! I’m with David! I can / do this- 

SERAPHINE (OFF)
-YOU WILLFUL-... beyond your... INSOLENT- 

MICHAEL
Um... I think you’re breaking up! I’ll be fine! Just let me- 

There is a muted crunching sound. Like a whole animal 
passing through a meat grinder through thick walls. 
MICHAEL starts and searches for the source of the 
crunching. 

MICHAEL
...Sera? 
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DAVID OF FEAR
She’ll be fine. This isn’t her first rodeo. Focus on me. Are you ready?

MICHAEL
Yes. 

DAVID OF FEAR
Do you love me?  

MICHAEL
Always. 

DAVID OF FEAR
Good boy. 

The DAVID OF FEAR plunges MICHAEL under. 
MICHAEL gradually begins to struggle. The struggle 
becomes a thrash. The thrash becomes a spasm-  

DAVID OF FEAR
That’s it, love... just weather. Let it pass... 

The sky darkens and rumbles. MICHAEL’s hand breaks 
the surface and drags the DAVID OF FEAR down by his 
throat. The roiling water stills. Underneath, they re-live 
their first kiss. MICHAEL breaks the surface. He crawls 
for the downstage bank and flops onto the shore, gasping 
and sputtering. The DAVID OF FEAR rises from the 
water and watches MICHAEL retch water onto the sand.

DAVID OF FEAR
Just as good as I remember. What about you?  

MICHAEL
(Struggling for air) P-perfect. It’s not so hard the second time. 

DAVID OF FEAR
Tell me what happened next.  

MICHAEL
(Turning to face the DAVID OF FEAR) You joined me. Here.   

The DAVID OF FEAR wades towards the river’s edge, 
lowering himself to a crawl as he comes to the waterline. 
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He holds himself over a quivering MICHAEL just shy of 
contact. 

DAVID OF FEAR
And then? 

MICHAEL
You... held my eyes. It was the most scared I’ve ever been...

DAVID OF FEAR
Why? 

MICHAEL
Because lying here... with you above. I think this is the first time I understood what it 
meant to want. 

DAVID OF FEAR
And what do you want?  

MICHAEL
More. 

DAVID OF FEAR
Good answer. 

The DAVID OF FEAR enfolds MICHAEL and they 
share a deep kiss. SERAPHINE’s strangled voice returns 
but goes unnoticed by MICHAEL. 

DAVID OF FEAR
(Pulling away) Miss that? 

MICHAEL
You have no idea...

DAVID OF FEAR
Delight is gonna be fun.  

The sound of crunching bones shakes the air.

SERAPHINE (OFF)
-MICHAEL NOW GET OUT NOW... PULL YOURSELF-

The DAVID OF FEAR swats at the air. SERAPHINE’s 
voice is silenced as easily as turning a radio dial.
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MICHAEL
What was that? Is she okay? 

DAVID OF FEAR
She’s a distraction. And she’s intruding on borrowed time. You’re mine here.

The DAVID OF FEAR leans in for another kiss. 

MICHAEL
No- wait. If Sera’s hurt I need to go. I can’t get you back without her.   

MICHAEL breaks away from the DAVID OF FEAR and 
returns to the water.  

DAVID OF FEAR
If you leave now, this is the last time you’ll see me. 

MICHAEL
What? Don’t be fatalistic. We still have Delight and Wrath. Then forever after that.

DAVID OF FEAR
I’m burning every second I’m not with you. You anchor me. You focus me. I need your 
body, your breath- I miss it. Let me touch you. 

MICHAEL
I- I can’t.  

SERAPHINE (OFF)
PLEASE MICHAEL! 

MICHAEL
I’ll come back as soon as I can. I’m sorry.  

DAVID OF FEAR
No! 

The DAVID OF FEAR runs at MICHAEL just as the 
river becomes: 

THE BUNKER. 

MICHAEL is standing in the Circle’s center. 
SERAPHINE is writhing on the floor at his feet clutching 
at her throat. MICHAEL’s hand is extended over her 
shaking body. His eyes are blank. 
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SERAPHINE
Michael... please... 

MICHAEL comes to and cries out. He falls back from the 
Circles, breaking his hold. SERAPHINE gasps and claws 
her way across the floor. 

MICHAEL
Sera! I’m so sorry! I didn’t mean to- 

MICHAEL moves to help SERAPHINE to her feet. She 
recoils from him. 

SERAPHINE
Don’t touch me! Don’t- 

MICHAEL
Sera- what happened? I didn’t meant to- I’d never intentionally... I was trying to surprise 
you.

SERAPHINE
Congratulations. I’m shocked. Look... you sealed fear. 

MICHAEL turns to the Circles. The outermost ring has 
gone dim. The Circles of Delight and Wrath pulse a 
moment longer, then fall dormant as well.  

MICHAEL
So that’s what that feels like. Wait- shit- are you okay? Come here-

SERAPHINE flinches away again. 

MICHAEL
Come on... I’m good now.

SERAPHINE
It’s not that... 

MICHAEL
Then why are you looking at me like I’m rabid?

SERAPHINE
You stood up. Inside... on your own. You just... pulled yourself up like you were getting 
out of bed. I’ve never seen anything like that. How did you do it? What happened inside?
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MICHAEL
It was just David. We were at the river. I pulled him under with me. We had our first kiss 
again. It was wonderful but... kind of off. 

SERAPHINE
Off how?

MICHAEL
He never talked like that... not to me, at least. When I tried to leave...

Beat

It’s more than memory with him. When I see my Dad, he’s just as he was. David is... 
different. More savvy. He talked about Delight like he’d already been there. How is that 
possible?

Beat

SERAPHINE
I can’t be sure. 

MICHAEL
Could you spare an educated guess?

SERAPHINE snatches up The Lesser Key of Solomon 
and thrusts it in MICHAEL’s face. 

SERAPHINE
-Not so fast. You’re still in trouble. I assume this is how you activated the Circles alone. 
How did you break my padlock? 

MICHAEL
I... er- I had some help from Becca. In a way. 

SERAPHINE picks the book off the floor and inspects 
the page it was open to.

SERAPHINE
Did you read anymore? 

MICHAEL
Couldn’t have if I wanted to. What language even is that? 

SERAPHINE
Aramaic. You swear just this page? On David’s life- nothing more?
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MICHAEL
(Raising his right hand) On David’s life. Nothing more. 

SERAPHINE returns the Lesser Key to the cage and 
retrieves a different volume. Equally thick, though less 
ancient in appearance. SERAPHINE scans the pages, her 
brow furrowing deeper with every passing second. She is 
not finding the answers she needs. 

SERAPHINE
(Not looking up) You have tenacity, boy. I’ll give you that. And you almost got yourself 
killed. 

MICHAEL
I only wanted to help. To show you I could-

SERAPHINE
And once inside? How did he present himself? 

MICHAEL
He seemed... sad at the end. He said he burns without me.

Beat

SERAPHINE
On the path to harrow Hell, did you know that Jesus nearly remained?

MICHAEL
What does that have to do with- 

SERAPHINE
The texts speak of a great unlocking. An outpouring of souls at the hour of Christ’s death. 
Hell’s doors literally burst open from the inside, and the damned spilled forth. Clawing 
for salvation, scattering across the skies like fireflies, I like to think. It is the natural state 
of an entrapped spirit to hunger for release. It’s not David’s fault... he can’t help himself. 
Unlike you. 

MICHAEL
So... what? I’m gay Jesus? 

SERAPHINE
Heavens no. More of a surprisingly adept nomad. Perhaps even a proper conjurer 
someday! Who knows? No conduit I’ve ever known can do what you just did to me. 
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MICHAEL
I don’t want that again. Never again. It was like- I could actually feel your windpipe 
buckling in my hand. No one should be able to do that. 

SERAPHINE
Many do. More than you know. Oh lose the sour look- this is a victory! This is cause for 
celebration! You’ve closed Fear. One down, two to go. Feel up for another round? 
Delight is waiting...

Beat

MICHAEL
Ready as I’ll ever be. 

SERAPHINE
Good... no funny business this time. I’m not going anywhere. You remember the words 
of power, I presume? 

MICHAEL
Well enough... 

SERAPHINE
Good. Now get ready for more. Delight requires another verse. Are you listening closely?

MICHAEL nods.

SERAPHINE
Repeat after me. I bleed that I may be emptied. 

MICHAEL
I bleed that I may be emptied. 

SERAPHINE
I am emptied that I may be filled anew. 

MICHAEL
I am emptied that I may be filled anew. 

SERAPHINE
I am space. 

MICHAEL
I am space. 

SERAPHINE
I am void. 
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MICHAEL
I am void. 

SERAPHINE
I am the womb. 

MICHAEL
I... I- 

SERAPHINE
Don’t get hung up on the semantics. It’s a fertility rite by design, remember? 

Beat

MICHAEL
I am the womb. 

SERAPHINE
Like you mean it. 

MICHAEL
I am the womb.

SERAPHINE
Good. Now approach Delight. Speak the mantra plainly until the final line. Repeat until 
you feel ready for the incantation in full. Think on your love. 

MICHAEL approaches the second circle and lays his 
hands on the border. 

MICHAEL
I bleed that I may be emptied. I am emptied that I may be filled anew. I am space. I am 
void... I am the womb. I am the womb. I am the womb. I am the womb I am the womb I 
am the womb I am the womb I am- I... Avage ayer Dantalion on ca. Avage ayer 
Dantalion on ca. Avage ayer Dantalion-  

Delight and Wrath explode to life. Their light welcomes 
MICHAEL like an old friend. 

SERAPHINE
Good boy. Safe journeys...  

MICHAEL steps inside. An ear-splitting moan bubbles 
up from below. 
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Somewhere between a banshee shriek and a moan of 
ecstasy. MICHAEL shudders but holds his position, his 
eyes glazing over as he drops to his knees and darkness 
consumes all. 
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